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Natal Report for Leonardo DiCaprio 

Nov 11, 1974, 2:47 AM PST  

Los Angeles, CA (34N03, 118W15) 

 

 

Natal Planets 

Sun  18° Sco 39' 45"  -17.37 

Moon  15° Lib 44' 10"  -10.13 

Mercury 29° Lib 45' 24"  -9.25 

Venus  19° Sco 53' 31"  -17.13 

Mars  9° Sco 35' 35"   -14.39 

Jupiter  8° Pis 05' 38"   -9.76 

Saturn  18° Can 47' 55"R  21.66 

Uranus  29° Lib 24' 51"  -10.77 

Neptune 8° Sag 34' 45"   -20.23 

Pluto  8° Lib 13' 13"   11.74 

Chiron  21° Ari 02' 20"R  8.99 

N Node 10° Sag 22' 01"R  -22.00 

S Node  10° Gem 22' 01"R  -22.13 

Asc.  3° Lib 06'   0.00 

 

 

Houses of the Birth Chart 

 GMT: 10:47, ST 6:14:47,  Placidus houses 

 First House: 03 Lib 07, Second House: 00 Sco 28, Third House: 00 Sag 59,  

 Fourth House: 03 Cap 24, Fifth House: 05 Aqu 46, Sixth House: 06 Pis 08,  

 Seventh House: 03 Ari 07, Eighth House: 00 Tau 28, Ninth House: 00 Gem 59,  

 Tenth House: 03 Can 24, Eleventh House: 05 Leo 46, Twelfth House: 06 Vir 08,  
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Your natal horoscope, or birth chart, is a snapshot of the heavens at the moment you were 

born.  It shows what the sky actually looked like at the time and place of your birth.  

Astrology in modern times has renewed the ancient discovery that the symbolism of the 

planets that surrounded you at birth describes your character and personality. Planets that 

were directly overhead at the time and place of your birth are most important, and would 

appear at the very top of the chart or the Midheaven. Planets that were just rising above 

the horizon in the East at the time of your birth would appear near the horizontal line at 

the left hand side of the chart or the Ascendant.  If the Sun appears in the top half of the 

chart, then you were born during daylight hours and have a more outer directed 

personality.  All of these features reflect the factors at play in the Universe at the moment 

of your birth and are significant indications of the basic qualities and tendencies that 

continue to make up your personality. 

 

 

Each planet's relative position in the sky and significant angles that it makes to the other 

planets, or aspects, are examined in this report.  Please keep in mind that you are not 

limited by these descriptions.  Your natal horoscope does not prescribe your fate.  The 

stars incline, they do not compel.  Your birth chart shows potentials that you can either 

struggle to fulfill or deny.  The choice is yours.  Beneficial aspects, or planetary 

positions, are areas of life in which you show natural talent and achieve easy success.  

Challenging aspects, or planetary positions, can become your greatest asset if you can 

learn to be aware of how that dynamic plays out in your life and the world at large.  The 

strongest and most important features of your chart are described first.  For definitions of 

astrological terms, please refer to the glossary at the end of this report. 

 

 

 Chart Patterns  

 

 

 Funnel, focal planet Jupiter  

 

You have the planetary pattern type called the 'funnel' shape. All your planets form a 

group, with the exception of the focal point, one planet or two planets in conjunction. 

Your energies tend to be channeled through this focus. You will have abilities in the 

occupied area of the chart, and goals in the direction of the focal point. The focal 

planet(s) symbolizes how your energies will be expressed, and where you seek to have 

your needs met or achieve your purpose.  

Jupiter in the Sixth House (or sign) gives you an optimistic outlook on everyday life, 

including health issues and the mundane details of the daily workweek. You are one who 

is capable of enormous output when you get inspired, and approach the practical 

necessities of daily existence with a quiet joy and a gentle humility. You are an 

inspiration to your co-workers although you may tend to get caught up in details and miss 

the big picture approach at times. Health issues are important to you, and you may be a 

master at putting together preventative medicine practices. In an attempt to find the 
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perfect fitness regime you may go to the extremes of either abundance or abstinence, and 

it benefits you to find the middle ground. You are very determined and can turn small 

advantages into success over time. You take a practical and responsible view of life and 

excel in the natural religion of the ordinary.  

Jupiter in Pisces (or the twelfth house) gives you a quiet and unassuming personality. 

You are good and kind, very considerate of others, and are friendly and easy-going. You 

need to feel an emotional resonance in order for your work to be satisfying to you. You 

have your own personal code of conduct to which you are true, no matter what public 

opinion may be, or convention may dictate. You are likely to be fond of cinema, or other 

imaginative flights of fancy. You may suffer in your life from being overly sensitive to 

the needs of others, or seek to retire from the casual cruelties of the world at large, so that 

there is some danger of escapism. You tend to work behind the scenes, and do not seek 

personal glorification from your actions, but are content to do what you do because it is 

helpful to other people. You often appear more at home in an imaginary universe of your 

own design than in concrete reality, and benefit when you pay some modicum of 

attention to the nitty-gritty details of life that surrounds you as well as to the secret world 

of your dreams.  

 

 

 T-Square, focal planet Saturn  

 

You have a T-Square in your chart. With this planetary aspect pattern, in which three 

planets or conjunctions are in square with one another, you have a high degree of 

motivation and drive. Your energies are most easily and habitually expressed by the 

energy of the focal point, the middle of the T-Square. You may also compensate for 

overdoing in the area of life represented by the focal point, by leaning toward the empty 

pattern element opposite the focal point, seeking to balance your activity. The lesson of 

this planetary aspect pattern is in learning to use your considerable energy wisely in the 

pursuit of your true goals.  There is great tension represented by the focal planet or 

planets in your chart, where conflicting parts of your personality attain their focus and 

peak of energy, and you may observe compulsive behavior in the area of life represented 

here.  

Saturn in the Tenth House (or sign) gives an ambitious and clear-minded individual, with 

a strong sense of responsibility. You are persistent, careful and calculating, and have a 

deep urge for mastery and achievement. You are likely to place extreme importance on 

traditional values in reaching for the prize you seek, accomplishment in the eyes of the 

world. Like the mountain goat ascending you are cautious and rarely take chances, and 

may appear dutifully grim in your outlook. You may experience difficulties, limitations 

or delays in the achievement of your goals, but you usually achieve success in the end. 

You may have encountered problems in your early life with finding your own identity 

independent of parental figures, and you may now operate out of a subconscious fear that 

if you don't conquer the world first, then it will conquer you instead. When you are at 

your best, you can transform your struggle from a personal drive for power in the world 

into a model for others wherein the social matrix surrounding you is enlightened by your 

actions.  

The following applies to your generation as a whole as well as to you personally: 
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Saturn in Cancer (or the fourth house) gives a deepening and concentrating, or a blockage 

in the expression of the feelings. You may seem to be rigid and unemotional, or 

emotionally unavailable. You can be apt to withdraw from too close emotional 

involvement. You may have had problems with parental care and guidance in your early 

years, so that your home and family life is quite important to you, but you may feel the 

need to escape it. You potentially have a fixation with one or both parents, and a 

tendency to live in the past, and you need to work through your issues in this area. 

Security is very important, and may take the form of striving for achievement or material 

rewards. You may display a tendency to introversion. You may also have strong psychic 

powers. Your lesson is to more fully and deeply understand and value your true origins, 

leading to a better sense of security and greater self-acceptance. The personal and 

intimate world of your feelings must be accepted and integrated, rather than remain 

locked away behind the barriers of fear and isolation.  

 

 

 Important Features  

 

 

 Venus in Scorpio (19° Sco 53' 31")  

 Venus in the Second House 

Ruler of rising sign 

 

Venus in Scorpio gives a fervent and intense love nature that has the possibly of being 

obsessive or self-involved at times. This placement may prove difficult for you, because 

the intense passions of Scorpio can be more than the milder love energy of Venus is 

ready for. You are sensual and passionate in relationship, and tend to relate to even casual 

contacts on a deeper and more personal level. For you, there is no such thing as a 

superficial contact with others. You also may feel a basic relationship insecurity that 

drives you to be possessive or even jealous at times. You may appear friendly on the 

surface while acting selfishly at another more hidden level of your personality. You 

benefit from curbing the obsessive expression of your will. Your challenge is the 

transformation of your deep and all consuming passion into a more open and caring 

relationship energy.  

Venus in the Second House represents a deeply felt connection within you between 

artistic conception and material form. You have a talent for artistic expression that 

manifests in a practical way, for example with an interest in interior design or gardening, 

or perhaps in its full-on manifestation in the field of the visual or plastic arts. You may 

also display a fondness for the material things of life, or for their medium of exchange, 

money and finance. Material things ultimately mean more to you than what they are 

worth, and are valued for their intrinsic beauty.  You likely have a well-developed sense 

of what you value and an unerring moral compass. It may be right for someone else, but 

if it's not right for you, you won't have any part of it. You possess an earthy and practical 

love nature, very ardent and nurturing. This is a powerful placement for Venus, and your 

emotions are strong and long lasting. You will always have an abiding sense of 

enjoyment from music and the arts.  
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 Pluto in Libra (8° Lib 13' 13")  

 Pluto in the First House 

Angular planet - conjunct Ascendant 

 

Pluto in the First House (or sign) gives you a tremendous drive to transform yourself as 

you go through life. You have a powerful personality, and a charismatic way about you 

that others respect. You may actually appear to be timid or unsure of yourself on the 

surface, but you have the potential to suddenly burst out in anger due to repressed 

emotions finally exploding. You are also apt to sweep all aspects of your former life 

before you in a sudden change that it seems simply must come. You may feel insecure or 

afraid or perhaps jealous of others at times, and may compensate by being extremely 

forceful. You can also be compulsive, even obsessive, in achieving your will. You have 

the power to really get things done, and this power can be used either to bolster your own 

ego or else for the good of all concerned. Your challenge is movement away from 

feelings of insecurity and resulting separateness and loneliness, toward an acceptance of 

your own and other's needs and opinions in order to generate a new and better sense of 

self. In your most positive manifestation, you possess a dedication to higher ideals and a 

willingness to be a channel for healing yourself and society.  

The following applies to your generation as a whole as well as to you personally: 

Pluto in Libra (or the seventh house) gives you a focus on forming close emotional 

attachments. You may have difficulties in marriage and partnerships; but there are also 

great rewards to be gained in this area. You may feel a compulsion to be liked by others. 

Conversely, you can also become involved in power struggles with partners. You have a 

depth of passion within you that isn't obvious or recognized, and you may seek to project 

this power drive onto a relationship partner, rather than directly own up to it. You may 

therefore find yourself in relationship with dark or manipulative personality types, who 

may exhibit openly the tendencies you have yourself at a more hidden level. You are 

likely to go through many changes in your relationship dynamic, as you come to 

understand more fully your inner process. You may exhibit strong attractions toward 

close involvement with another person, and simultaneously have fears regarding such 

attachments. Time and moving through the fires of difficulties may lead you to a painful 

re-examination of your goals in these areas. Wisdom is required in the handling of close 

relationships in order to transform the partnership energy into a growing and conscious 

act of sharing, and to find your own inner strength independent of others around you. 

 

 

 Mars in Scorpio (9° Sco 35' 35")  

 Mars in the Second House 

 

Mars in the Second House (or sign) gives a persistent and patient nature. You can be 

extremely stubborn. You can also be jealous and possessive. You value money and other 

forms of security.  You possess an enthusiasm for the pursuit of sensual pleasures. You 

are likely to be an ardent and loyal lover. You enjoy the good things of life. You may find 

that you have a desire for luxuries, but lack the conservative attitude toward finances that 

would help to secure them. If Mars is afflicted in your chart by planetary aspect, you may 
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need to work through pride and acquisitiveness in your nature, or there could be problems 

with possessiveness, or even resentments towards others. You have an artistic flair to 

your nature, and function well in the realm of the material and tangible world, with the 

stamina required to get what you want out of life. You benefit from cultivating an attitude 

of sharing.  

Mars in Scorpio (or the eighth house) gives a passionate and intense personality, proud, 

strongwilled and stubborn. Your sexual nature is very important to you. You feel the 

instinctive level of your being powerfully, and you are quite sure of yourself. You have a 

noticeable presence and a strong influence on those around you, and like to get your own 

way. You also enjoy giving the gift of your affection, and partnership sharing is an 

important mode of activity for you. Your urge for personal security is strong. If Mars is 

afflicted by planetary aspect, you are likely to be quarrelsome and self-indulgent. When 

you begin to engage with the higher levels of your consciousness, you have the capacity 

to be a great healer. In any case, you benefit when you cultivate selfdiscipline, and strive 

for objective over selfish motivations.  

 

 

 Sun in Scorpio (18° Sco 39' 45")  

 Sun in the Second House 

 

The Sun represents your will and purpose, your sense of vitality, and your evolving 

higher Self. In Scorpio it is Fixed-Water, and rules the sexual organs. Your ruling planets 

are Mars and Pluto. Scorpio is the most intense sign of the Zodiac, and is associated with 

sexual activity and with the symbolism of death and rebirth. Your emotions run deep. 

You have great personal magnetism and great powers of persuasion or even the ability to 

coerce others. Your will is strong, and you let nothing stand in your way to achieving 

your goals. You may suffer in your life, but your pain leads to important personal 

transformation. You are very good at group dynamics, and working with the public. You 

are a shrewd judge of other people's motives, and you may be willing to use your special 

knowledge to your own advantage. Although you can be manipulative at times, when you 

work out your issues to be more in line with your own higher nature, you can take on the 

charismatic power of a natural healer, transforming yourself and society around you.  

The Sun in the Second House represents a concentration of the vital force to obtain 

sustenance and possess resources. Resources are security for you. You have a strong urge 

to identify those resources that create safety and comfort for yourself and those closest to 

you, and a strong sense of what you truly value. Your formidable will power attracts 

much of what you desire to you.  Once you possess something it takes on a special 

significance for you. You tend to hold onto and value what you have, whether for 

aesthetic pleasure or monetary wealth. You also love beauty and symbols of beauty. You 

may perhaps seek to develop personal resources in order to discover your own sense of 

self-worth. You also may attract influential friends.  It is important that you learn how to 

share your sense of values and valuables with others. You can serve as an example in 

choosing to demonstrate how to be resourceful and appreciative of what you have and 

others share with you.  
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 Chiron in Aries (21° Ari 02' 20"R)  

 Chiron in the Seventh House 

 

Chiron in the Seventh House (or sign) represents issues with one’s vital force to relate 

with others intimately. With this placement, you have both a tremendous desire to 

connect with other people, as well as frustrations that have arisen in this area. Your 

attempts to connect may have been frustrated through experiences of early childhood, 

when you wanted contact with others but were rejected or somehow prevented from 

establishing meaningful relationships with them. As a consequence you have been 

focused on establishing such a connection ever since. It becomes extremely important to 

establish a connection with another person, yet this contact, so desired and even longed 

for, can also be extremely painful. Any partial rejection can be seen as a revisiting of 

your earlier pain surrounding issues of relationship to other people. As time goes on, 

there may even be some element of self-sabotage involved in your relationship 

experience. You may also become compulsively attached to the idea of close personal 

involvement, seeing yourself as more of a part of a desired union than as an isolated ego, 

“on your own”. Yet your very wholeness does also depend on being able to stand 

independently, so that there an element of dysfunction in the way you deal with 

interpersonal relationships. Your path to healing these issues may be to become more 

fully conscious of the earlier wounding that you have experienced, enabling you to finally 

move through that pain toward a less fear-based way of relating, without the self-undoing 

or the extreme sensitivity that may have been unconsciously present. You may also find 

that you are able to take the conscious knowledge you have gained through this process 

further by helping other people deal with these same issues, either through work in the 

helping professions, or just with friends and loved ones in the course of your daily life. 

As you grow more sure of yourself, this area of interpersonal relationships, while still 

very important to you, can become a great source of strength for yourself and for others 

as well.  

The following applies to your generation as a whole as well as to you personally: 

Chiron in Aries (or the First House) represents issues with one’s vital force to be, to act, 

to initiate. With this placement of Chiron, your very sense of who you are may be 

threatened by disturbing realizations and painful memories., You may have felt belittled 

and put down in your formative years, rather than encouraged, by the significant adult 

figures in your life. Even after reaching maturity, you may encounter obstacles that 

prevent you from reaching your full potential. These difficulties can set up a pattern for 

failure, in which you operate more from a fear of failing than the expectation of success 

that breeds confidence for further achievement. One way this may manifest is in terms of 

acting not in your own behalf, in furthering your own goals, but rather in behalf of the 

goals of other people, which seem somehow more important or at least get priority 

treatment. You may keenly feel a lack of achievement in your own life, and compensate 

by trying too hard to help these others, putting yourself in the background, as it were. As 

long as these patterns operate more or less unconsciously, they are difficult to overcome, 

so the first step in surmounting them is to become more conscious of your own pain; 

acknowledging and discovering more about what exactly went on in the past to make you 

feel frustrated with your own abilities. At that point you begin to come out from behind 

your painful experiences and really show yourself. With a more conscious understanding 
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of your own dynamics you can also begin to truly be of help to others, in how they deal 

with similar issues, as you start to approach them not from a false sense of vicarious 

achievement, but  from a place of true friendship and helpfulness.  

 

 

 Moon in Libra (15° Lib 44' 10")  

 Moon in the First House 

 

The Moon in Libra gives a gentle and refined personality. You constantly strive for 

balance between opposing points of view. You like to please everybody, and should 

beware of a tendency to be all things to all people. You are the soul of courtesy, and are 

gracefully elegant in manner, which may also prevent your genuine emotional reaction 

from getting across. You truly enjoy the company of other people, and may be 

uncomfortable with too much solitude. You possess an elusive sweetness of nature you 

should strive to be true to.  

The Moon in the First House represents the emotional, sensitive, experience of self-image 

projected onto the world. Your identity in the world depends on your environment and 

you will reflect the environment around you in an emotional or sensitive way.  You are 

likely to possess a strong imagination. You may be moody. You are comfortable when 

you are in action. You may feel a need to be recognized and may feel resentful if others 

around you do not perceive your efforts. You are flexible and concerned about interacting 

with your environment in a refined, considerate, and observant manner. You may need to 

recognize that others are not as sensitive as you are and may not always be capable of 

appreciating your receptive and intuitive qualities.  

 

 

 Neptune in Sagittarius (8° Sag 34' 45")  

 Neptune in the Third House 

 

Neptune in the Third House (or sign) gives a clever personality with subtle charm. You 

are witty and poetic. You are fond of higher education, but you tend to be a dreamer and 

may miss out on serious study because of it. You see the world through the mystical third 

eye, rather than the usual binocular setup that allows most people to get along. Because 

of your extraordinary visionary viewpoint you may see more than others and also miss 

out on some of the mundane details. You may suffer some confusion regarding 

communication received, or perhaps where close relatives are concerned, or have feelings 

of insecurity stemming from your early years, that carries over into adult life. You can be 

indecisive and worrisome but you are also broad-minded and mentally creative. It 

benefits you to learn to focus your considerable creative potential, and to let yourself 

become a channel for higher forms of thought to flow into your own life, and through you 

into the world around you.  

The following applies to your generation as a whole as well as to you personally: 

Neptune in Sagittarius (or the ninth house) gives an impressionable, idealistic and very 

intuitive personality. You are inclined to the mystical, and are high-minded, seeing life in 

terms of visionary and poetic feelings rather than in practical terms. You are capable of 

great belief in the unknown and unproven. You are inclined to scholarly pursuits, but may 
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feel a lack of motivation or vagueness with respect to educational goals. You also have a 

strong desire to explore and travel, to try novel ideas and experiment with new ways of 

doing things. You may be attracted to spiritual studies, or psychedelics, as a way to 

achieve a transcendent state of mystical union with all creation. Your challenge lies in 

relying on your considerable inner vision to unfold your own unique pathway, to make 

concrete and real your flights of consciousness to other realms, and bring this vision back 

with you into society at large.  

 

 

 Angular Planets  

 

 

 Sun, Moon, Rising Sign Features  

 

 

 Libra Rising  

 

The Rising Sign is the mask shown to others, also the physical appearance.  

People with Libra Rising are gracious, attractive and fair-minded. You are a seeker of 

harmony and beauty. Your ruling planet is Venus, and you are known for your good taste, 

elegance and charm. Libra is the sign of balance and relationship. The sun in Libra is at 

the equinox, when day equals night, and similarly Libra strives for harmony between 

polarizations. Your natural mode of living is in partnership with others. Intimate 

relationships are quite important to you, as are issues of social justice. You forever hope 

that all parties to a conflict will be satisfied, and you have a tendency to understand and 

support both sides of a dispute, which is likely to drive your friends crazy. You will also 

go out of your way to avoid a quarrel, and you may have a hard time making a decision. 

An excellent outlet for your love of beauty is in artistic pursuits of all kinds. You benefit 

from strengthening your will to act in favor of your higher purpose, which lies ultimately 

in dedicating yourself to humanity. 

 

 

 Sun in semi-square 

(within  0.6 degrees) with Ascendant 

 

The planetary energies conflict in determined subtle tension; calmness is required.  

This aspect between the Sun and Ascendant gives a strong-willed and generous 

personality. You are dramatic and assertive, also creative, self-confident and more than a 

bit self-indulgent. Like Leo rising people you expect to be the center of attention, and 

often are. You also have great energy, courage and honesty and are very proud. Your 

challenge is to become more aware of yourself; to refrain from arrogance and egotism, 

and rather to develop humility and compassion, and to learn detachment in the gift of 

your affections.  

 

 

 Jupiter in inconjunct 
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(within 5.0 degrees) with Ascendant 

Focal planet of planetary pattern 

 

The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; 

discrimination must be employed. 

This aspect gives an optimistic and high spirited individual. You are likely to be fortunate 

in your material surroundings. You are convivial and lively, and generous with your 

money and your affections. You can sometimes be extravagant or suffer from errors in 

judgment. You may have a tendency to overdo things, or for being overly optimistic, but 

in general you have good executive abilities. You have generally simple tastes, but your 

enthusiasm for life may give your waistline a tendency to expand. You are attracted to 

higher learning and the fine arts, and you are a courageous and loyal friend.  

 

 

 Pluto in weak conjunction 

(within 5.1 degrees) with Ascendant 

 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.  

This conjunction gives a willful personality with a focus on being recognized and 

admired. You like to get your way. You have strong desires, and are single-minded about 

pursuing them. You have a powerful urge toward self-transformation, and may go 

through many changes in your life. In relationships, you tend to become intensely 

involved quickly, and stay absorbed in the relationship as long as it lasts. You are not shy 

about expressing your beliefs, and may feel a compulsion toward self-assertion and self-

aggrandizement. You tend to overpower any situation, perhaps owing to underlying 

feelings of insecurity leading to rather self-centered and ego-oriented behavior. This 

behavior can change, however, for you have tremendous powers of regeneration and 

rebirth. You tend to champion the underdog, and react strongly to social injustice. When 

you learn to train your considerable energy on socially oriented rather than purely 

personal goals, you can become a focal point for the transformation of society.   

 

 

 Sun in strong conjunction 

(within 1.2 degrees) with Venus 

Ruler of rising sign 

 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.  

This conjunction gives a warm-hearted and affectionate personality. You are cheerful, 

charming and likable. You are also very beautiful, particularly at the soul-level. You are 

sensitive, with an inclination for artistic pursuits and refined surroundings. You may be 

somewhat unworldly in your attitude. You also may possess considerable talent for the 

arts, especially music and dance. Relationships are important to you.  

 

 

 Sun in strong trine 

(within  0.1 degrees) with Saturn 
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Leading planet of planetary pattern 

 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.  

This aspect gives a deepening and concentration of your self-expression. You can be 

strong-willed and determined, and can appear selfish, or cautious and reserved. You have 

a strong desire for recognition. In later years you will probably acquire a firm basis for 

respect in terms of accomplishments over a lifetime of careful and industrious effort. The 

lesson for you is to deepen and broaden the knowledge of who you really are at the level 

of your innermost soul, and to really learn to love the person that you find in this process.  

 

 

 Sun in inconjunct 

(within 2.4 degrees) with Chiron 

 

The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; 

discrimination must be employed. 

With this aspect between Sun and Chiron there are indications that you may experience 

painful realizations throughout your own life and that you also have the ability to heal 

others as well.  Chiron is called "the wounded healer" because it represents the archetype 

of imperfection and loss which when integrated leads to compassion and understanding 

of others' suffering. The empathy and the understanding that are gained through life's 

trials provide the ability to serve as a helper and a healer for others. Since you have come 

through the fires of difficulty you are likely to be someone with career possibilities in the 

helping professions.  It is often easier to face others' troubles than one's own, and you 

may even be more ready and available to help others than to help yourself.  It is good to 

integrate your past experiences, no matter how painful they may have been, and no matter 

how painful these feelings continue to be for you in adult life. Then you will be in a 

position to truly sympathize with others' suffering and help them to work out their 

traumas as well.  

 

 

 Sun in sesquiquadrate 

(within  0.3 degrees) with Midheaven 

 

The planetary energies conflict in determined subtle tension; control is required.  

This aspect gives a strong personality, very involved in work and career. You can be 

autocratic and may appear selfish, or bent on getting your own way. You have 

tremendous drive, and will likely go far, but you might need to beware of too much ego-

involvement in being on top. 

 

 

 Moon in strong square 

(within 3.1 degrees) with Saturn 

Leading planet of planetary pattern 

 

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through 
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effort over time. 

You may appear to be rigid, rather letting your emotions flow freely. This aspect gives a 

deepening and concentrating, or a blockage in the expression of your feelings. You may 

be extremely sensitive. You may have had problems with the parental care and guidance 

you received as a child, or you may be fixated on one parent, especially your mother. 

There may be a sense of over-identification with mother, or possibly an unconscious 

rejection of her influence. You may have experienced her as rejecting or uncaring -- and 

this attitude may spill over to the significant women in your life. You may experience 

difficulties in your relationship to the feminine. In a woman's chart there could be a need 

to more fully identify with and bring into focus a concept of your own femininity. In a 

man's chart you may be in relationship to powerful feminine figures, symbolic of the 

powerful feelings that are denied full expression in your own nature. The lesson for you 

here is to more fully and deeply understand and value the true roots of your being, 

leading to a better sense of security and greater self-acceptance.  

 

 

 Moon in opposition 

(within 5.3 degrees) with Chiron 

 

The planetary energies are polarized; outer events stimulate their interaction; integration 

is the challenge.  

With this aspect there are difficulties indicated in relating to the feminine - either 

significant female presences in your life or else and including your own feminine side.  

This would be true, and different in its sense, in either a man's or a woman's chart.  Of 

course the important early model for the feminine is mother, and it is likely that there 

were painful experiences of some kind in your early relationship with your own mother 

or significant female parental figure.  Perhaps you had a close relationship, but yet your 

needs were somehow not met, resulting in unconscious resentments which only surfaced 

later in your adult life. You may in this case exhibit a strong feminine side through and 

over-attachment to your mother's feelings. It is important to note that there also may have 

been actual abuse, physical or otherwise. These experiences are so painful that they are 

often suppressed from your consciousness, and buried deep in your psyche. In your adult 

life, it is important to move past the resentment caused by early wounding into a more 

conscious and compassionate reconciliation with the walled off parts of your own nature.  

Therefore, deep psychological work of some variety is strongly indicated.  Once you 

have begun to make conscious the pain and alienation surrounding events from the long-

buried past, you can begin to truly help others as well as yourself. A creative side of your 

nature may emerge for the first time.  The integration of the feminine side of your nature 

is a tremendous challenge for you, but the gold at the end of the process is well worth 

digging for.  

 

 

 Venus in strong trine 

(within 1.1 degrees) with Saturn 

 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.  
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This aspect gives a personality with a deepening and concentration in the area of 

interpersonal relationships. You are sensitive and have a strong sense of duty. You are 

likely to be loyal, cautious and reserved. You do not involve yourself quickly in relations 

with others, having a judicious sense of the proper timing of such activities. You also 

make an excellent businessperson, as you are possessed of good judgment diplomacy and 

tact, and are outer directed and self-reliant. You may feel a sense of isolation and 

loneliness in your life, or a tendency to substitute material rewards for love and caring. 

You could also have fears of rejection concerning romantic contacts. Yet you have also 

the opportunity to rise above these circumstances in concentrated effort over time. By 

being open to the path of relationship you can move toward inner integration and balance, 

toward relationship more fully explored and felt, based on a renewed self-confidence 

born of actual experience and mutual understanding.  

 

 

 Venus in inconjunct 

(within 1.1 degrees) with Chiron 

 

The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; 

discrimination must be employed. 

This combination gives a personality that experiences difficulties with relationships. You 

are likely to have had painful experiences surrounding marriage and intimate 

partnerships, but there are also great rewards to be gained in this area. You are drawn to 

relationship at the same time that you fear it, so that you may also have a strong focus on 

forming close emotional attachments. You may have had early childhood experiences 

that made it hard to accept the love of others in your adult life. With these distractions, 

you also may strongly desire to help other people, and yet be unable to give them the full 

benefit of your higher self. It is good to make the effort to connect yourself consciously 

with any painful events that may be buried in your unconscious, so that these will no 

longer have so much power over you. Once you have begun to integrate these painful 

feelings consciously, and shed the baggage of earlier frustrations, you can be a more fully 

participating partner to others, and be more of help to them as well.  

 

 

 

 

 Other Natal Planets  

 

 

 Mercury in Libra (29° Lib 45' 24")  

 Mercury in the First House 

 

Mercury in Libra gives a positive mental attitude, with terrific judgment and sensitivity. 

You are a diplomatic speaker, and usually very aware of the effect your words have on 

others. You express your ideas with balance and fairness. Your capacity to see all sides of 

a situation can make it difficult for you to come to a decision. You have a highly 

developed sense of aesthetics. You can also be something of a perfectionist. You want 
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your surroundings to be aesthetically pleasing, and therefore your living space must be 

neat and tidy. It benefits you to let go of being too fussy, and to stay true to yourself 

when you need to make decisions. 

Mercury in the First House represents a strong mental connection between your inner 

awareness and the outer world. You bring an acute and intuitive perception to bear on all 

that you encounter, and almost nothing escapes your attention. You may be extremely 

sensitive to visual or auditory sense impressions. You are also likely to be very curious 

about things you encounter. You are constantly asking questions to satisfy your restless 

quest for more and more information. You are in fact a perfect channel for ideas and 

information, as you have a natural ability to communicate your ideas to others. It is 

important for you to realize that you are not merely a passive observer. As you ask 

questions about the world, you learn about yourself; and as your attitudes change inside, 

your perceptions of the world will also change.  

 

 

 Uranus in Libra (29° Lib 24' 51")  

 Uranus in the First House 

 

Uranus in the First House (or sign) gives an individual with an original and eccentric 

mind, whose intuition is strong. Change and variety excite you. You are a nonconformist, 

and totally have your own code of ethics. You are constantly asserting your freedom and 

independence, which is the very breath of life for you. The Uranian energy can be 

impulsive, as well as insensitive to others' needs, and you can appear to be cold at times, 

or you may seem to be more excited by ideas than by other people. You may feel unrest 

and isolation, as though on a separate wavelength from the rest of mankind. Your 

mutability and urge for constant change can frustrate or confuse those around you. You 

may also feel uneasy in your sense of self, as you attempt to come to terms with this basic 

instability. You benefit from learning practices that help balance your energy, and in 

developing understanding and acceptance that not everyone is as impulsive as you are. 

You are in your essence a free spirit, courageous and pioneering, whose mission in life is 

involved with bringing new ideas into being.  

The following applies to your generation as a whole as well as to you personally: 

Uranus in Libra (or the seventh house) gives an individual who is independent and 

original in the expression of artistic impulses and relationships. You are a lover of 

harmony and beauty, and you express this love in your own unique manner. You do not 

subscribe to a conventional sense of the aesthetic, but are always breaking new ground. 

You are idealistic and philosophical, and you have a restless interest in new forms of 

stimulation. There can be problems with marriage in that partners may find you 

alternately affectionate and uninterested. You are likely to seek a rather unconventional 

relationship, which allows room for growth on both sides. You need more space in 

relationship than most, and search for a partner who understands that, and has his or her 

own unique life perspective. You may also bring new concepts to the area of partnership. 

Part of your purpose in this life may be the transformation of the partnership energy into 

a new mode of being that can serve your own interest as well as enliven and invigorate 

your partner.  
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 N Node in Sagittarius (10° Sag 22' 01"R)  

 N Node in the Third House 

 

Lunar North Node in the Third House (or sign). South Node in the ninth house or sign. 

With this placement you have unusually clear and direct communication skills. You are 

interested in the practical application of knowledge, in helping to bring people together, 

rather than information simply for the sake of it. In the past, or in past lifetimes, you 

likely got far into solitary philosophical concerns. Perhaps religious values were quite 

important to you. Now your focus is on a more mundane or worldly view, where higher 

knowledge counts, but only in so far as it is useful in the analysis of dayto-day events and 

in order to spread the word to others.  Although you may be tempted at times to drift off 

into deeper reflections, your real goal is to be in touch with people, and your mental 

abilities serve your purpose well.  

Lunar North Node in Sagittarius (or the ninth house). South Node in the third house or 

sign. This placement gives a thoughtful personality, with a focus on understanding moral 

or ethical belief systems. You may tend to scatter your energies, especially when young. 

In the past, or in past lifetimes, you concentrated your attention on superficial 

relationships of the everyday world. Now in this lifetime, your purpose seems to be to lift 

your attention toward a synthesis of higher consciousness. You will find great joy in 

pursuing the broader picture, whether in terms of educational perspectives or perhaps 

participation in cultures other than your own. Although curiosity regarding details and 

enjoyment of a multiplicity of points of view comes naturally to you, you must now learn 

to see the forest instead of the trees. Your focus now will become more and more the 

pursuit of higher knowledge and a deeper understanding of the motivations of others that 

was meant by the phrase "to understand all is to forgive all." A true philosophy of 

compassion is your goal.  

 

 

 Other  Aspects  

 

 

 Mercury in strong conjunction 

(within  0.3 degrees) with Uranus 

 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.  

This conjunction gives an individual who is restless and mentally acute, with an ability to 

grasp new concepts quickly. You like to explore new ways of thinking and being, and are 

likely to be futuristic in your outlook. Education is important to you, and you have an 

excellent grasp of mechanical concepts. You are glib in your speech, and usually quite 

definite, although you may change your mind later on. You may be interested in studying 

occult realms of thought. You have the ability to think freely, unhampered by 

conventional attitudes. You can also appear opinionated at times, displaying a "know-it-

all" attitude. You may lack discipline and persistence in bringing your vision to practical 

realization, and benefit from attaining better control of your mental process. 
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 Mars in strong trine 

(within 1.5 degrees) with Jupiter 

 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.  

This aspect gives a personality strong in self-esteem. There is expansiveness and 

abundant energy, and usually there is good luck with the material side of life. You have 

an optimistic nature, and love freedom and independence. You are fond of sports, travel 

and political or religious activities. You are proud and honorable in your dealings with 

your fellow man, and enjoy being helpful.  

 

 

 Jupiter in strong square 

(within  0.5 degrees) with Neptune 

 

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through 

effort over time. 

This aspect gives an imaginative and unassuming personality. You are good and kind, 

considerate of others, and are friendly and easy-going. You need to feel an emotional 

sympathy in order for your work to be satisfying to you. You tend to work behind the 

scenes, and do not seek personal glorification from your actions, but are content to do 

what you do because it is helpful to others. You are capable of great belief in the 

unknown and unproven, and are inclined to the mystical, seeing life in terms of visionary 

and poetic feelings, rather than in practical terms. You may be even too much inclined to 

trust your imagination, which can cloud your powers of judgment. You benefit from 

attempting a more practical and reality-based view of life.  

 

 

 Neptune in strong sextile 

(within  0.4 degrees) with Pluto 

 

The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.  

This combination gives an individual with a personal involvement in the energies of the 

collective. This is a generational aspect, which many of your contemporaries will share 

with you. You have a subtle intuition and unusually clear insight into others. The 

influence of the unconscious is especially strong in you. You need to connect with your 

higher self in order to be happy. You function at your best in service to the world, helping 

to move it closer to a vision of spiritual union between all mankind.  

 

 

 Mercury in trine 

(within 3.6 degrees) with Midheaven 

 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.  

This aspect gives a mentally active personality, who is very involved in mental pursuits. 

You are a good communicator, and a gifted thinker and organizer, and you can use these 
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abilities in your professional life to great advantage. You also like variety, and may be 

quite eclectic and changeable in the pursuit of your goals.  

 

 

 Mars in semi-sextile 

(within 1.0 degrees) with Neptune 

 

The planetary energies attract each other, require effort, allow entry of new information.  

This aspect gives an attractive personality with a strong psychic sensitivity and an 

inclination to mysticism and the arts. You possess a good understanding of and balance 

between the practical and the ideal. You have a personal magnetism that can influence 

other people. You are very creative, and also very tolerant and understanding. You are 

likely to be quite sensitive to the needs of others, and may have the talent of a natural 

healer. You can benefit from clarifying your aims, and learning to focus your power and 

become a channel for its higher use in your life and that of society around you.  

 

 

 Jupiter in inconjunct 

(within  0.1 degrees) with Pluto 

 

The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; 

discrimination must be employed. 

This combination gives a positive and determined personality, with an ability to develop 

your powers to the fullest. Your focus is excellent, and you make a good leader because 

of it. You work well in the area of interpersonal relationships, although you should 

beware of a tendency to dominate others. You may be interested in the occult, or possess 

the powers of a healer or mystic. Your best use of your powers of focus and self-

transformation are in the area of working with other people, for you have much to share 

with your fellow man.  

 

 

 Saturn in square 

(within 2.2 degrees) with Chiron 

 

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through 

effort over time. 

With this aspect, you can be rigid or stuck in situations; unbending.  You have an 

attachment and also great difficulty with authority; for example you may endlessly 

achieve positions of authority and then have second thoughts about it.  You likely 

suffered through potentially painful experiences as a child, when you were forced to 

submit to an arbitrary authority or limitation of some kind.  Perhaps you had the 

experience of a bad father. The relationship with your father was damaged in some way; 

perhaps it  was a relationship you had to get away from, either from his overbearing 

nature or from his neediness and lack of presence.  In other words, your father figure was 

either too strict, or not present and therefore not strict enough. With this aspect, you need 

to make your own form of personal authority, independent from the parental influences or 
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that of society. This gives you the potential for great strength and leadership, if you can 

integrate your powerful and perhaps repressed emotions regarding your concept of 

authority. In this way you can lead others into the New Age. You may be one to re-work 

the structure of society itself in some way, or to become an advisor or even a leader in the 

social sphere; perhaps in connection with organizations devoted to new age healing 

techniques. You may also feel the need to redeem yourself or your family; to restructure 

the constructs that you have internalized from your heritage, perhaps even your entire 

relationship with the physical realm.  

 

 

 Uranus in trine 

(within 4.0 degrees) with Midheaven 

 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.  

You are in a subtle way a non-conformist and uniquely gifted individual. This 

combination gives a brilliant and ambitious person who may be rebellious of authority 

but who manages to work well within its structure also. You may change jobs frequently, 

as a result of unconventional attitudes or sudden bursts of new insights. You have a 

strong imagination and perhaps it is difficult to argue you out of your opinion, which can 

be unique at times. Your challenge is to move toward establishing your own personal 

authority, in your own way, and to help make that vision available to society at large.  

 

 

 Chiron in quintile 

(within  0.4 degrees) with Midheaven 

 

The planetary energies are positively linked, subtle, and spiritual in dimension.  

With this aspect of Chiron and your Midheaven, you likely have issues around exerting 

personal will versus knuckling under to authority. You have enormous energy and 

endurance at your disposal, although you may appear timid or unsure of yourself, since 

your power urge is likely to be repressed. It may be that you have had many painful 

experiences with authority.  As a result of these experiences, you may fear the expression 

of your own personal power, and alternate between complying with the standards of 

society around you, or rebelling against them. You may avoid situations where a direct 

confrontation seems to be brewing. You also may feel more empowered in helping others 

than in getting your own act together, and this aspect can be the sign of someone with a 

career in the helping professions, perhaps involved with new age healing. It is often the 

case that the powerful emotions associated with this aspect hover below the level of 

conscious awareness in your psyche. As you become more aware of these patterns, you 

will less and less need to act them out either suppressed with passivity, or with bluster. 

Another manifestation of this aspect, perhaps paradoxically, is the ability to lead and be 

willful, to not take "no for an answer", to be ruthless in accomplishing one's aims. A 

better level of integration produces a newly self-assured personality whereby you do not 

depend on others either to fully express your own desires, nor to be swayed by theirs. 

When you have integrated the walled-off places in your psyche that inhibit action on the 

part of your whole entire self, you are available to yourself in situations of leadership, as 
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well as in truly helping other people.  

 

 

 Sun in weak conjunction 

(within 9.1 degrees) with Mars 

 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.  

This conjunction gives an active, outgoing and self-confident personality. You are daring 

and may be combative in your approach to life. You have great physical vitality and 

stamina, and are likely to have a wiry and spare physique. You may be quite athletic and 

also hard working. You are not likely to be argumentative, but you can definitely “hold 

your own” in a dispute. You require constant activity as an outlet for your abundant 

physical energy.  

 

 

 Sun in weak trine 

(within 10.6 degrees) with Jupiter 

 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.  

This aspect gives an optimistic and generous individual, with good spirits and abundant 

energy. You are quietly spiritual in your approach to life. You also have good executive 

abilities, and make a capable leader. You are fortunate materially, and have simple tastes, 

so that your wants are few and easily satisfied. Good fortune follows you through life.  

 

 

 Moon in inconjunct 

(within 7.6 degrees) with Jupiter 

 

The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; 

discrimination must be employed. 

This aspect gives an optimistic and kindly personality. You are tolerant of others, and 

enjoy good company as well as good food. You are likely to be fortunate in finances, and 

attract material rewards without seeming to try for them. You are usually able to spend 

money as fast as you get it, so you don’t usually pile up riches. You should beware of a 

tendency to over-indulge.  

 

 

 Moon in weak sextile 

(within 7.2 degrees) with Neptune 

 

The planetary energies flow together, open into new possibilities, new connections.  

This aspect gives an emotionally sensitive, idealistic and loving personality. You possess 

an ethereal quality, and are a lover of music and the arts. You are the softhearted type, 

and you may be too willing to sacrifice yourself for the good of others. You could have 

issues with self-deception or experience discontent with the practical realities of life. 

Your home is important to you, and you may change residences frequently in search of 
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your ideal environment, or fantasize about finding the perfect mate. You benefit from 

striving for greater clarity in applying your high ideals to the real world.  

 

 

 Moon in weak conjunction 

(within 7.5 degrees) with Pluto 

 

The strongest blend of the energies represented by these two planets.  

This conjunction gives a moody and introspective personality with a strong desire for 

emotional security. You are likely to be very sensitive and emotionally intense, with a 

tendency to become completely absorbed in interpersonal relationships. You are also an 

extremely forceful individual, with the urge to transform yourself and your surroundings. 

When you have a goal in mind, nothing will stand in your way. Your need for security 

may manifest as an almost compulsive desire for a safe and secure home life, or a home 

environment which can be completely controlled, possibly through dictatorial behavior. 

You have an unusually clear insight into the emotional depths of other people, which may 

border on an actual psychic attunement with their states of being. You also have the urge 

to break through the limitations of the parental influence you experienced as a child. You 

may have experienced controlling behavior on the part of one or both parents, especially 

your mother, and you may find yourself still involved in the battle for your own 

autonomy many years later. These struggles can be worked through in your life, 

beginning with a deeper understanding of what it is you truly need on an emotional level. 

Your challenge is to transform your sense of insecurity, by coming to terms with your 

survival issues based on a better insight into your own hidden motivations.  

 

 

 Mars in weak trine 

(within 6.2 degrees) with Midheaven 

 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.  

You are likely to have an excellent ability to get things done, and also great drive to 

succeed at what you do. This aspect gives an assertive personality who desires success in 

public life. Career issues are very important for you, and you take pride in your many 

accomplishments. You are active in the pursuit of your goals with tremendous energy that 

needs that outlet. 

 

 

 Jupiter in weak trine 

(within 4.7 degrees) with Midheaven 

 

The planetary energies flow smoothly; the connection is easy and beneficial.  

This aspect gives a positive and optimistic personality. You are lucky and are likely to be 

successful at whatever you strive for. You have an expansive attitude toward new 

projects, so that there can be almost too much growth potential for you to handle. You 

have good spirits and are able to see the big picture, so that others find it an inspiration to 

be around you. You have possibilities for a career in travel or education, or perhaps as a 
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spiritual leader. You may have to beware of complacency however, and benefit from 

cultivating humility in your dealings with other people.  

 

 

 Neptune in inconjunct 

(within 5.2 degrees) with Midheaven 

 

The planetary energies do not flow smoothly, one or the other predominates; 

discrimination must be employed. 

This combination gives a charming personality with an idealistic and deceptive nature. 

You may have a musical career or achieve much in the helping professions, although you 

will have to work at it. You are susceptible to suggestion, and you tend to give more than 

you receive in your employment. You may have a tendency to avoid responsibility. There 

may have been difficulties or confusion in your early years, especially with regard to the 

parental care you received at the time, and this issue can spill over into your adult life, 

when you may confuse others around you by your own lack of clarity. In vocation, you 

must learn to spell out your goals. You will not be content with most ordinary jobs, until 

you seek out some part of it that represents a real calling for you. At your best you 

express the societal ideals of brother- and sisterhood and find a spiritual joy in your work.  

 

 

 Pluto in weak square 

(within 4.8 degrees) with Midheaven 

 

The planetary energies conflict; internal and creative tensions bring rich rewards through 

effort over time. 

This combination gives a forceful personality with a strong and difficult focus on issues 

of authority, power and control. There may in fact be a compulsion for control 

manifesting in problems with interpersonal relations or in rebellious attitudes toward 

established authority, or perhaps in the charismatic personal magnetism of the born 

leader. You tend to seek to be in a position of authority. There are however likely to be 

problems inherent in maintaining a position of authority, once achieved. What is needed 

is a reevaluation and transformation of the urge for power and control, based on a deeper 

understanding of personal power and a more conscious and socially responsible use of it.  

 


